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1 Introduction

The European Union (EU) is the largest trading partner for many of the world’s developing countries, but there is nevertheless a large potential to expand that trade. Given that increased trade is widely believed to be one of the keys to alleviating poverty and improving standards of living in developing countries, from a policy perspective it is crucial to understand the options available for economic integration between the EU and developing countries. The objective of this paper is therefore to explore and give an overview of two central policy alternatives to improve the integration between the EU and developing countries by removing barriers to trade: trade preferences and trade facilitation. Non-reciprocal trade preferences for low- and middle-income countries have been used by the European Union since at least the 1960s, and have in a broader sense been at the heart of the North-South trade policy debate for the last half century. By contrast, trade facilitation, i.e. loosely speaking cutting red tape at the border, is a relatively new issue, but one that has quickly risen high on the policy agenda.

The paper starts by defining what trade preferences are and what they are meant to achieve, and then puts this policy option into its historical context. Noting that many commentators tend to regard trade preferences as a failed policy – something which interestingly is not necessarily what the reviewed empirical research finds – the paper discusses several dimensions that may be important when determining preferences’ trade-creating potential.

The paper then moves on to discuss how to define trade facilitation, outline why and how inefficient trade procedures constitute costs for traders and give an overview of what the likely economic effects are of reform in the area. In particular, the empirical literature on trade facilitation is reviewed, including the few papers that explicitly link trade facilitation and European integration. This section also gives examples of concrete measures that governments could take to reduce transaction costs related to inefficient trade procedures, and it closes by considering how to properly measure trade facilitation, and what kind of data researchers would need to better be able to analyze the causal effects.

The last section summarizes the historic shift from a focus on trade preferences in trade relations between industrialized and developing countries to a focus on other policies, where trade facilitation is a particularly interesting area.
2 Trade Preferences for Developing Countries

Developed countries’ trade preferences for developing countries have been one of the largest issues in North-South trade for the last half century. Generally speaking, if a country offers trade preferences to another country, this simply refers to the fact that the latter country faces less restrictive trade barriers than the donor country’s other trade partners. The term has, however, mostly come to specifically refer to when developed countries offer lower trade barriers to developing countries than to other developed trade partners, usually without being offered more beneficial market access in return.

In a multilateral context, the breakthrough for trade preferences was the first United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) in 1964, which recommended that non-reciprocal trade preferences be granted to all developing countries by the developed countries. This recommendation was followed up at the second conference in 1968 by a resolution that spoke of creating a “generalized, non-reciprocal, non-discriminatory system of preferences in favour of the developing countries, including special measures in favour of the least advanced among the developing countries” (UNCTAD 2008). Since a system where trade preferences are granted to developing countries but not to developed countries normally would violate the Most-Favoured-Nation (MFN) obligation of GATT’s Article I, a ten-year waiver was granted in 1971, which allowed such a system – referred to as a Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) – to become operational. In 1979, the waiver was replaced by the “Enabling Clause”, which provides a legal basis for granting trade preferences in favour of developing countries, and also allows for special treatment of the least developed countries (see e.g. Grossman and Sykes 2005 and Bartels 2003).¹

Most industrialized countries today offer developing countries preferences under a GSP scheme. The EU has done so since 1971, when it became the first developed importer to introduce such a scheme. However, more generous preferences were offered by the EU to groups of developing countries long before it became legal to do so under GATT rules. The Treaty of Rome, which laid the foundation for the EU in 1957, created a so-called “association”, which involved free trade provisions between the community and member countries’ colonies. Following independence, these African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries signed agreements with the EU and had arguably the best developing country market access to the EU under the Yaoundé and Lomé Conventions. In addition to ACP countries,

¹ The interpretation of the Enabling Clause has historically been that the same preferences should be offered to all developing countries, with the only exception that least developed countries (LDCs) could be offered more generous terms. However, following a complaint by India concerning the EU’s Special Arrangements to Combat Drug Production and Trafficking, offering additional GSP preferences to only a subset of developing countries, a WTO Appellate Body has ruled that “non-discriminatory” preferences do not require identical treatment of all developing countries, and that additional preferences may be offered to developing countries sharing the same “development, financial or trade need”. For a discussion, see e.g. Grossman and Sykes (2005) or Bartels (2007).
developing countries around the Mediterranean Sea have also had preferential access better than mere GSP preferences, though not quite as beneficial as ACP preferences, since the 1960s. For a discussion of these EU preference schemes and an empirical assessment of their effects, see Persson and Wilhelmsson (2007). Figure 1 broadly summarizes the relationship between the various preference schemes by illustrating their position in the so-called *pyramid of privilege*.

**Figure 1.** EU Trade Preferences: The “Pyramid of Privilege”
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Source: Persson and Wilhelmsson (2007)

The economic rationale behind trade preferences for developing countries is to increase these countries’ export earnings and to diversify their economies and exports. Export earnings are expected to increase because, when tariffs are removed or lowered for a subset of trade partners, these can charge a higher price than before, which in turn will lead to increased production and export volumes. So, export earnings increase through a higher price for each exported unit and more exported units. The effects of preferences on export diversification have been much less discussed, but traditional explanations have typically been based on some sort of “infant industry” argument. In other words, developing countries are thought to have potential comparative advantages in some types of industry production, but because of external effects, production will initially have to take place with high costs. Facing lower tariffs than other potential exporters will allow the high-cost producers to remain in business and, over time, to become competitive. There are, however, other possible ways to explain the relation between lower tariffs in the
export markets and export diversification. Heterogeneous firm trade theory – see e.g. Melitz (2003) – predicts that lower trade costs, such as lower tariffs, will increase the extensive margin of trade, and this may very reasonably be interpreted as export diversification.

Even though trade preferences are offered as a way to increase the value of developing countries’ exports and make them more diversified, there is widespread scepticism about whether they in general have succeeded in achieving this stated goal. A common argument is that the share of imports to, for example, the EU from preference-receiving countries has decreased over time. As discussed in Persson and Wilhelmsson (2007), this may not be a very good argument, since trade could very well have developed slowly due to other factors so that the situation would have been even worse without preferences. A bigger concern is perhaps reports that traders do not even request preferential treatment, but instead export under MFN tariffs, to the extent that they export at all. For example, Inama (2003) and Brenton (2003) both note that preferential treatment under the Everything But Arms initiative was requested for less than 50 percent of exports from non-ACP LDCs in 2001, even though this offers duty-free access for practically all goods and is the best system on offer for these countries. Such low utilization rates may be a strong indicator that preferences are either very hard to use in practice, or that the extra value they could transfer is not big enough to make it worthwhile.

2.1 Review of Empirical Studies

A common way to assess the effects of trade preferences has been to estimate gravity models, incorporating dummy variables for various preference schemes. An early such study is Sapir (1981) which uses yearly cross-sectional regressions for 1967-1978 to estimate the effect of the EU’s GSP regime. He finds a significant and positive effect for 1973 and 1974. Using the estimated coefficients to calculate gross trade creation (GTC), the estimations suggest that the GSP created 91-93% extra trade.²

In another early gravity study, Oguledo and MacPhee (1994) find positive and statistically significant effects for GSP, Mediterranean and Lomé preferences for the year 1976. The Lomé effect is larger than the Mediterranean effect, which in turn exceeds that of the GSP. The corresponding gross trade creation is very large indeed, with the value for the Lomé preferences actually approaching 2000%. In a similar study, Nilsson (2002) estimates the gravity model on three-year-averages for 1973-1992. Nilsson finds a significant and positive effect for most though not all years for GSP and Lomé, and that the effect

---

² The papers in the literature use somewhat different ways to calculate gross trade creation. To enable comparisons, all effects have therefore been recalculated here, using the same formula. For details, please see Table 1 in the Appendix, where all studies mentioned here are also briefly summarized.
of the latter is larger. The Mediterranean preferences are mostly insignificant. Again, the estimated gross trade creation is quite sizable, with figures for the Lomé preferences at most exceeding 400%.

Sapir (1981), Oguledo and MacPhee (1994) and Nilsson (2002) made important contributions by being able to show that – contrary to the bleak view taken by many commentators regarding the effectiveness of preferences – when controlling for other important factors that may work against developing countries’ export prospects, preferences actually have positive effects. On the other hand, the cross-sectional methods used in these papers made it impossible to control for unobserved heterogeneity between countries, and the implied omitted variable bias may be an explanation for the remarkably large effects that were found. A more recent paper which takes this into account is Péridy (2005), estimating the effect of Mediterranean preferences for 1975-2001 in a sample of OECD and some developing countries. Péridy uses various panel data methods that can control for time- and country unobserved heterogeneity, and finds a Mediterranean dummy that is highly significant in all cases, and with similar magnitudes in all specifications. Using the coefficient from the fixed effects specification to calculate gross trade creation, this would be about 38%, which intuitively seems like a more reasonable magnitude of the effect than what is found in previous studies.

While Péridy (2005) focuses on the Mediterranean preferences, Persson and Wilhelmsson (2007) use data for a very long time period, 1960-2002, to estimate the effects of all types of non-reciprocal trade preferences that have been used by the EU. Estimating a gravity model with fixed effects to capture country-pair and time specific unobserved heterogeneity, and bilateral time trends to capture changes over time in the heterogeneity across country-pairs, significant and positive effects are found for most, though not all versions of trade preferences. The magnitude of the estimated gross trade creation is again much more modest than in the earlier studies, with for example the GSP regime being estimated to have increased trade by about 4%, and the Lomé convention by about 30%.3

2.2 Why Some Preferences May Not Work

While the empirical literature, as outlined above, actually tends to find statistically significant effects of at least some of the EU’s preference schemes, in policy and academic circles, many commentators still tend to view trade preferences as having failed in their stated goals of increasing the value of developing

---

3 Besides these studies that focus on volume effects of entire preference regimes, there are other studies that investigate volume effects on specific sectors or particular products. Some papers have also started to look into the issue of export diversification – see e.g. Amurgo-Pacheco (2006), Gamberoni (2007), Wilhelmsson and Persson (2009), and Bensassi et al. (2010).
countries’ exports and leading to diversified exports. This section will outline some of the factors that have been discussed as potential reasons for preferences not to work.

Preference Margins

A key factor in determining the value of trade preferences is the preference margin, i.e. the difference between the preferential tariff rate and the MFN rate. All else equal, the larger the margin, the higher the expected gains. Given that there are administrative costs associated with requesting preferential treatment, some authors have suggested that there is actually a minimum level of preference margin that is needed for countries to ask for preferential treatment. Using data on trade between ACP countries and the EU, Francois et al. (2006) find that the minimum preferential tariff should be 4 – 4.5 percentage points lower than MFN tariffs for traders to request preferential treatment. Small preference margins will, in other words, reduce the value of preferences and, if they are too small, traders may not even apply for preferential treatment.

When discussing the size of the preference margin, it is important to note that this has been reduced over time, a process often termed preference erosion. One cause of preference erosion may be the inclusion over time of more beneficiary countries, but a reason that certainly has been much more discussed is the lowering of MFN tariffs. Since the preference margin is measured against the MFN tariff, a reduction of this that is not accompanied by a reduction in the preferential rate will decrease the size of the margin. Therefore, the fear among developing countries has often been that the value of trade preferences will be diminished by multilateral trade liberalization. For a discussion on preference erosion, see e.g. Francois et al. (2006), Alexandraki and Lankes (2004), Amiti and Romalis (2007) or Inama (2003).

Whether or not preferences work in their stated goal of increasing developing countries’ export earnings also depends on who captures the preference margin. While the idea is that this rent should accrue to the exporters, if importers are not faced with much competition, they may have the chance to influence prices and capture parts of the rent – see Olarreaga and Özden (2005) for a discussion. These authors also test the hypothesis for apparel trade under the US African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA), and find that higher concentration among importers leads to lower rents to the exporters.\(^5\)

---

\(^4\) When the donor country, like the EU, has more than one preference system, this of course gets more complicated since the relevant tariff with which to compare the preferential rate could also be that offered under a different preference system.

\(^5\) Olarreaga and Özden (2005) also report that for this particular trade, exporters on average receive one third of the tariff rent, with even lower shares for exporters in poor and small countries.
**Product Coverage**

Another reason why preferences may fail to meet their expected goals is inadequate product coverage. All else equal, the more products that are included in a preference scheme, the better. Therefore, disregarding products where the MFN tariff is zero, which implies that their inclusion in a preference scheme is irrelevant, more extensive schemes will generally also be more valuable. Obviously, the type of product included matters a lot. For an individual developing country, it makes a large difference whether its comparative advantage products are included or not. On the other hand, given that preferences are supposed to enhance diversification into new products, evaluating preferences solely on the basis of what is historically perceived as comparative advantages is a mistake, and the inclusion of non-traditional export goods may also be important. See Brenton (2003) for an interesting discussion of how the current export structures of LDCs matter for the relevance of the preferences they are offered, in terms of both increasing the value of exports and leading to diversification.

**Certainty of Access**

A problem with trade preferences may also be that the improved market access they offer is unstable or uncertain. An important distinction in this respect is whether the preferences are available on a contractual basis or unilaterally granted by the donor country. If preferences are offered unilaterally by the donor country, they may be altered or withdrawn at short notice, which means that there are small incentives for investors to allocate resources based on the preferential market access. Preferences that are available as part of a negotiated agreement between two parties will generally offer stable market access for at least a few years, which will reduce the risks involved in investing in potential export sectors. These contractual preferences are therefore, as a rule, easier to use. One should note, however, that this is a complex issue. Even if preferences are offered as part of a legally binding agreement, the time horizon is central. A market access agreement lasting only a few years will be more difficult to use than one that has unlimited duration. On the other hand, as discussed above, even an agreement with unlimited duration will not offer constant benefits over time, since the value of preferences may be eroded due to multilateral trade liberalization, or the offering of similar preferences to more beneficiaries. Likewise, a unilaterally granted preference scheme could be made more attractive if the donor country credibly fixes the level of market access for a number of years.

**Rules of Origin**

Complicated and restrictive rules of origin are often pointed out as a major reason for the low utilization of preferences. Rules of origin are needed to prevent trade deflection, whereby products from non-beneficiary countries are redirected through beneficiary countries to exploit the preferences that are
available. Still, there are at least two types of costs associated with restrictive and complicated rules of origin. First, there are administrative costs for providing the necessary documentation to prove that the rules have been complied with. Cadot et al. (2006) estimate that for the relevant EU rules of origin, these administrative costs represent 6.8 percent of the traded goods’ value. From the discussion on preference margins above, it follows that if margins are not wide enough to cover these costs, exporters will not have any incentive to request preferential treatment, and will (if at all) export under the MFN tariff.

A second type of cost related to restrictive rules of origin is concerned with the production process. If an exporter wants to obtain preferential treatment, there are strict limits to the possibilities of sourcing inputs from the lowest cost location in other countries. For producers in larger markets, this may lead to unnecessarily high production costs, which will have to be weighed against the potential extra gains from preferential tariff treatment. For producers in small markets, and many preference receiving countries will certainly fall into this category, local sourcing of inputs may not even be possible, leaving the firm with the option of not producing, or importing the necessary inputs and then exporting the good under the MFN tariff. Depending on how they are formulated, rules on cumulation of origin may ameliorate this problem, but in many cases, the countries from which inputs can be imported, without affecting the origin of the final product, are not low-cost locations. For more on the importance of rules of origin, see e.g. Brenton (2003), Augier et al. (2005), Cadot et al. (2006) or Brenton and Manchin (2003).

2.3 Could Preferences be Harmful?

The discussion above suggests that many factors influence how valuable preferences are, and may explain why traders either do not request preferential treatment or perhaps do not export at all. In other words, it is far from certain that a given preference will have positive effects on trade. In fact, it has also been suggested that preferences are not just ineffective, but may even have overall negative effects. This subsection will discuss some of these arguments.

An obvious potential negative effect is trade diversion. In some sense, a major point of preferences is to divert trade away from developed countries to assist in the development of low- and

---

6 As noted by Brenton (2003), in the case of preferential exports to the EU, these compliance costs will tend to be particularly high if the good is not shipped directly to the EU, because there are very strict rules concerning transit through other countries, and it is difficult to provide the necessary documentation to prove that these transit rules have been followed. This is particularly relevant for developing countries, for which transit through other countries is often necessary.

7 It is sometimes argued that rules of origin may be deliberately used as a trade barrier – for an early discussion of this, see e.g. Krueger (1997). Lending some support to this notion, Cadot et al. (2006), using a restrictiveness index to capture the cost-raising potential of rules of origin at the tariff-line level, find evidence that rules of origin are more restrictive in sectors that also have high MFN tariffs.
middle-income countries. As long as the beneficiary countries are not too successful, this is generally not seen as very controversial. However, given the EU’s (and some other industrialized countries’) multilayered and extremely complex system of preferences, it is not just well-off countries that may be negatively affected, but indeed also other developing countries if they are offered less generous market access. Countries only having access to the general arrangements of the EU GSP might, for example, plausibly argue that their export prospects are hurt by preferences offered to ACP or Mediterranean countries.

Further, as noted by e.g. Grossman and Sykes (2005), since preferences generally do not cover all dutiable products, there is a risk that they could distort investment decisions in favour of sectors eligible for preferences, and away from sectors where there are prospects for long-term growth. This danger is underlined by the fact that preferential access changes over time, because of changed rules about preferential margins or product coverage, graduation of products or countries, changed rules of origin or, for that matter, because the MFN tariffs change as a result of multilateral trade negotiations. Hence, if investors expect an advantageous preferential access for a product, and the market access conditions then change, the result could be a serious misallocation of resources.

Another potential negative effect of trade preferences, pointed out by Özden and Reinhardt (2005), is that they may slow down the developing countries’ own trade liberalization. While import-competing sectors may have an incentive to lobby for trade barriers, this political pressure is often thought to be counteracted by the export sectors who can be expected to lobby for trade liberalization at home in order to achieve better market access in their export markets. However, with preferences, market access in developed countries is already settled, which reduces the incentive that the export sectors have for lobbying for trade liberalization at home. Hence, the political balance shifts in favour of the import-competing sectors, which could result in slower progress toward the dismantling of trade barriers. Özden and Reinhardt (2005) offer empirical evidence in favour of this hypothesis. Looking at beneficiaries of the US GSP from 1976 to 2000 – and considering the potential endogeneity problems – they find that countries that are dropped from the GSP scheme adopt more liberal trade policies than countries that remain eligible.

In addition to obstructing developing countries’ own tariff liberalization, trade preferences may also hinder multilateral trade negotiation by developed countries. The argument, discussed in e.g. Limão and Olarreaga (2006), is that developing countries that have preferential access to developed countries markets’ will oppose multilateral trade liberalization because this would lead to an erosion of
preferences. Arguing from a slightly different perspective, but reaching a similar conclusion, Hart and Dymond (2003) suggest that since the non-reciprocity of trade preferences means that developing countries do not have to, in a sense, “pay” for new export opportunities, they will have difficulties in persuading developed countries to open up their markets for products of particular export interest, such as tropical agricultural products, and standard-technology, labour-intensive consumer products.

3 Trade Facilitation

Put simply, trade facilitation is concerned with cutting excessive red tape at the border. Complicated bureaucratic procedures have probably always been a burden to traders, causing costly delays and heavy compliance costs. Despite this, it is fair to say that the issue has received markedly increased attention lately. The main reason for this is arguably that when tariffs and other non-tariff barriers to trade have been gradually dismantled over the years, this has increased the relative costs of having inefficient trade procedures. In other words, the same multilateral trade liberalization, which has worked to erode the value of preferences to developing countries, is also a major factor in explaining why trade facilitation nowadays is high up on the international trade agenda. Ironically, one of the other major problems associated with trade preferences – the use of very complicated rules of origin – is one area which could be addressed under the heading of trade facilitation. Hence, while preferences are thought by some to be passé, trade facilitation is actually one way of making them more attractive to developing countries.9

In the WTO, the matter of trade transaction costs has been discussed for some time, but the real breakthrough for trade facilitation was when the Singapore Ministerial Conference in 1996 gave instructions to the WTO Goods Council to start with background work on the subject. Trade facilitation is, in other words, one of the four so-called Singapore issues.10 Each of these were later included in the Doha Development Agenda. When no decision could be taken to start negotiations at the 2003 Ministerial Conference in Cancún, all the other Singapore issues were dropped and only trade facilitation remained in the 2004 July Package, where the decision was taken to start negotiations.11

---

8 Limão and Olarreaga (2006) also suggest that developed countries may have an extra incentive to keep the current level of preferences intact if these preferences can be seen as “side payment” for cooperation on non-trade issues.
9 There are also other factors, besides multilateral trade liberalization, which may play a role in explaining the increased focus on trade procedures. For instance, it is often thought that excessive red tape constitutes a larger problem for small and medium sized enterprises, which in turn play an increasing role in world trade, and are particularly important for developing countries (see e.g. Messerlin and Zarrouk 2000). In addition, compared with other types of liberalization, trade facilitation is a relatively easy subject to agree on because it will (in general) not lead to reduced government revenue – it may in fact increase it.
10 The others being trade and investment, competition policy and transparency in government procurements.
11 Negotiations on trade facilitation are to cover GATT article V (freedom of transit), article VIII (fees and formalities connected with importation and exportation) and article X (publication and administration of trade
Many countries have already reformed their bureaucratic trade procedures, so, with or without a multilateral deal on trade facilitation, progress is being made. Still, despite the general acknowledgements of the fact that inefficient trade procedures constitute an important trade barrier, there is also a negative development where in some cases it becomes even more difficult for traders to send goods across borders. This is particularly the case with the many security initiatives that have been introduced since September 11, 2001. To reduce the risk of terrorist attacks against the delivery chain, it is tempting to make stricter rules for border crossings and demand much more documentation from traders. While this may be understandable from a security perspective, it risks building up new trade costs, particularly for trade with poorer countries.

3.1 Definition of Trade Facilitation

Trade facilitation has become something of a buzzword, but there is no exact definition that is generally agreed upon. In fact, there are many different ways of approaching the subject, ranging from a very narrow focus, to quite broad perspectives.

Perhaps the most commonly used way to define the issue (generally attributed to the WTO, and cited in e.g. Engman 2005) states that trade facilitation is “the simplification and harmonization of international trade procedures”, where international trade procedures are the “activities, practices and formalities involved in collecting, presenting, communicating and processing data required for the movement of goods in international trade”. In a similar definition, the Doha Ministerial Declaration (WTO 2001) formally refers to trade facilitation as “expediting the movement, release and clearance of goods, including goods in transit”. Hence, loosely speaking, trade facilitation refers to reforms aimed at making it easier for traders to move goods across borders, with a specific focus on lowering transaction costs associated with cross-border trade procedures.

On the other hand, many authors – see e.g. Wilson, Mann and Otsuki (2003; 2005) see trade facilitation as consisting of more than these procedural issues, and would include factors such as port infrastructure or the general regulatory environment in countries. Both perspectives are nicely summed up by Roy and Bagai (2005), who say that “trade facilitation [...] aims to make trade procedures as efficient as possible through the simplification and harmonization of documentation, procedures and information flows.” They add:

regulations). For more on trade facilitation in the WTO context, see WTO (2011a). Note that trade facilitation is sometimes linked to the issue of “Aid for Trade” – for more on this, see WTO (2011b).
In a narrow sense, it addresses the logistics of moving goods through ports or customs. More broadly, it encompasses several inter-related factors such as customs and border agencies, transport infrastructure (roads, ports, airports etc.), services and information technology (as it relates to better logistics), regulatory environment, product standards, Technical Barriers to Trade [...] etc. in order to lower [the] cost of moving goods between destinations and across international borders.

3.2 Why are Inefficient Trade Procedures Costly?

There are several ways to look at the question of how cumbersome trade procedures constitute costs to traders, but these costs are usually thought of as transaction costs. One can, like e.g. Milner et al. (2008), divide these transaction costs into direct and indirect costs. Generally speaking, the direct costs include compliance costs associated with providing information and documentation or direct charges for trade-related services. Indirect costs include time delays due to inefficient procedures.

To be a bit more specific, it is sometimes helpful to think of the direct costs in terms of being sunk, fixed or variable. Before being able to start exporting to the world market, a potential trader has to obtain information about the trade procedures that must be complied with – and it is relevant to point out that those procedures may take place both in the importing country itself and at the destination market. The more complex the procedures, the higher the cost for the trader. A firm only has to pay this cost once, so this may be seen as a one-time sunk cost of entering the market. However, each time that goods are to be sent across borders, all relevant procedures (in all countries involved) must be complied with, so even though the firm has paid the sunk market entry cost and knows what to do, it still has to take the time and effort to, for instance, submit information about the shipment to all relevant authorities. The magnitude of these compliance costs will generally not depend on the volume of the shipment, so they may be characterized as fixed, but they will have to be paid each time goods are shipped. Obviously, the more complicated and extensive the rules, the higher the costs of complying with them. Further, there are also variable costs, i.e. costs that depend on the size of the shipment. Those may e.g. include certain charges for trade-related services.

Indirect costs are best described by the time delays that are caused by complex and inefficient trade procedures. All else equal, complicated and inefficient trade procedures will increase the time required to trade a product across borders. Time delays may in turn lead to costs in various ways. First, depending on the type of good, there may be depreciation costs. These could be in terms of physical

---

12 This section draws heavily on Persson (2012). I also want to thank an anonymous referee for making excellent suggestions about how to classify the types of costs associated with trade procedures.
depreciation — e.g. spoiled agricultural goods — or because products quickly lose their market value (for instance technology-intensive products or fashion items). Second, with long delays, companies will have to keep goods in store to a larger extent instead of just being able to quickly ship the goods. For agricultural goods, storage costs may further not just be a matter of misallocated resources, but could lead to even higher costs for refrigeration etc. Third, long delays are associated with increased uncertainty about delivery times, which means that companies will have to waste resources on having wider safety margins. Fourth, with long and uncertain delivery times, companies may simply be unable to take advantage of business opportunities.

3.3 Economic Effects of Trade Facilitation

The literature on trade facilitation points out at least three general areas where effects can be expected: trade, government revenue and foreign direct investment. The first of these areas has by far received the most attention from researchers.

Effects on Trade

From a theoretical point of view, since inefficient import and export procedures give rise to trade costs, new heterogeneous firm trade theory would predict that they have a negative effect on both the intensive and the extensive margins of trade (see e.g. Melitz 2003 and Chaney 2008). In other words, the costs associated with inefficient procedures should not only affect the volumes of trade, but also how many products that are traded internationally. It follows that trade facilitation — i.e. reforms that improve the efficiency of trade procedures — should lead to both increased trade flows and export (or import) diversification. Persson (2012) discusses these theoretical predictions in more detail.\footnote{The effects of trade facilitation are thus similar to the intended effects of trade preferences. However, one crucial difference is that while trade preferences require a "donor" country to give up potential tariff revenue, there is no corresponding cost in the case of trade facilitation.}

Using various ways to define and measure trade facilitation and to estimate its results — and focusing on various geographical areas — a number of empirical papers have confirmed the expected negative effects from inefficient trade procedures on aggregated trade volumes. For example, Djankov \textit{et al}. (2010) find that for every additional day that a product is delayed, trade is reduced by at least 1 percent. Other papers in this literature include Wilson \textit{et al}. (2003; 2005), Nordås \textit{et al}. (2006), Soloaga \textit{et al}. (2006), Iwanow and Kirkpatrick (2007; 2009), Lee and Park (2007), and Shepherd and Wilson (2009). Using less aggregated data on trade volumes, Sadikov (2007) and Martínez-Zarzoso and Márquez-Ramos

\footnote{See Table 2 in the Appendix for a short description of all empirical studies mentioned in this section.}
(2008) have illustrated that export volumes of differentiated products are more sensitive to trade procedures than export volumes of homogeneous goods.

While there are now several studies of volume effects, there are still few studies which investigate the effects of trade facilitation on the extensive margin of trade. Using similar empirical setups by employing the number of exported products as a measure of the extensive margin, Dennis and Shepherd (2011) and Persson (2012) both find evidence that inefficient trade procedures is associated with fewer export products. Persson (2012) further illustrates that – consistent with the theoretical treatment in Chaney (2008) – this negative effect is more pronounced for differentiated products than it is for homogeneous goods. Shepherd (2010) focuses on geographical diversification rather than product diversification, and concludes that trade facilitation also has the potential to increase the number of export markets.

Given the objective of this paper to explore options available for economic integration between the EU and developing countries, it is also worth mentioning that there are a few papers which specifically focus on the link between trade facilitation and European trade integration. Wilson et al. (2006) focus on trade facilitation in the new EU members from the enlargements in 2004 and 2007 (plus Turkey). Using the same methodology as Wilson et al (2005), they present results from individual simulations of letting all countries improve half-way to the EU-15 average. They identify IT infrastructure as the single most effective area of reform. Persson (2008) investigates the probable effects of trade facilitation within the framework of the Economic Partnership Agreements which are in the process of replacing the previous trade preferences offered by the EU to ACP countries. Persson shows that the elasticity for the time needed to export and import is not constant, but declines at higher levels of border delays. This is particularly important in the context of ACP countries, who typically experience very inefficient trade procedures, with correspondingly long border delays. Persson (2008) finds that on average, lowering border delays by one day in the exporting (importing) country is associated with 1% (0.5%) increased exports. However, the results for the six EPA negotiating groups are greater in magnitude than for the average developing country, suggesting that this should be an area of focus when designing the EPAs.

Bourdet and Persson (2012) notice that there are vast differences between EU countries regarding practices for import procedures – for example, according to the Doing Business Database (see World Bank 2011), it takes five times as long to import a good in Greece as it does in Denmark. The authors point out that this implies that, despite the fact that the EU is formally a customs union, exporters in the rest of the world face very different trade barriers depending on which country within the union they ship their goods to. Simulating what the effects would be of harmonizing trade procedures to the level of the most efficient EU countries, the authors find that aggregated exports to the EU would increase by 20 percent for the average exporter. Bourdet and Persson (2011) focus on the Euro-Mediterranean
partnership, and find that there is great scope to both boost export volumes and achieve export diversification by including trade facilitation in the integration process.

**Effects on Government Revenue**

Trade facilitation may also have a positive effect on government revenue. First, customs modernization will likely lead to a more efficient and reliable collection of trade taxes. Engman (2005) surveys some country case studies that suggest that trade facilitation does indeed have a positive effect on customs revenue collection. Second, to the extent that trade facilitation increases the value of trade flows, the tax base will also increase. Both these effects may be particularly important for developing countries, which rely on trade taxes to raise government revenue, often to a larger extent than developed countries. Third, in the long run, government revenue may also be affected through changes in the domestic production following increased trade.

**Effects on Foreign Direct Investment**

Besides its effects on trade and government revenue, trade facilitation is also likely to affect foreign direct investments. A priori, the effects could be either positive or negative. A multinational firm could locate a plant in a large market to avoid trade transaction costs related to inefficient trade procedures. For most developing countries, where trade procedures as a rule tend to be particularly costly, it is, however, more likely that the firm will aim to establish production capacity for export markets. In this case, inefficient trade procedures, which make it more costly both to export the firms’ own goods and to import necessary intermediates, will decrease the likelihood that a multinational will locate in this country. For a background to this and an overview of the very limited empirical literature, see Engman (2005).  

3.4 Concrete Examples of Reform

What can countries do to make it easier for goods to cross borders? First of all, as stressed by Hellquist (2003), it is important to address inefficient procedures in the whole trade chain, starting from the stage where a buyer and a seller reach a business agreement, reaching over the transport and customs phases, and not ending until the buyer receives the goods and the seller collects payment. This means that a great number of agents are involved. To summarize the kinds of reform that may typically be involved, the

---

15 It is worth pointing out that since the existing literature concerning effects on government revenue and foreign direct investment is so very limited, these issues are areas where further research would be very welcome.

16 For overviews of concrete reforms, see e.g. Hellqvist (2003), Swedish National Board of Trade (2008) or Milner et al. (2008).
Swedish National Board of Trade (2008) succinctly describes trade facilitation reforms with four principles: transparency, harmonization, standardization and simplification.

The first general area where these principles could be applied is likely to be documentation requirements. These requirements should be as simple and few as possible, and they should also be standardized among the various agencies involved. Preferably, documents should also be as similar as possible between countries. Second, whatever the requirements and procedures are, it is crucial to make correct and understandable information about them publicly available to traders. Therefore, laws, procedures and other rules should be published (before they enter into force). One easy way to facilitate trade could e.g. be to have a webpage where all relevant information is collected. Further, the use of information technology can help in making it easier for traders to supply documentation and to get hold of the information they need, but there are also wider gains to be made by making working procedures at the relevant agencies more efficient.

Trade facilitation will often involve training of both management and staff at e.g. the customs authority, so that they can increase their productivity. Further, often more than one (public or private) agency will be involved in the trade chain, and increasing the degree of cooperation and communication between these agencies may remove some barriers, for example by harmonizing their activities and requirements. Allowing traders to appeal against incorrect treatment is another reform that is sometimes discussed.

Customs clearing can be made more efficient by the use of audit-based control coupled with risk-assessment techniques, as opposed to controlling every shipment. While not always included in the discussion about trade facilitation, there are certainly gains to be made by also addressing weak infrastructure, for example in ports and airports. Interestingly, one could reap some of these gains even without any physical investment, simply by using the available infrastructure more efficiently, such as by increasing opening hours.

### 3.5 Measurement of Trade Facilitation

From a research perspective, one of the difficulties with trade facilitation is that even though most agree that it is an important topic, it is not easy to measure the various costs that reform is meant to lower. One common way in the literature has been to rely on the World Bank’s Doing Business Database.\(^{17}\) Data from this survey has e.g. been employed by Sadikov (2007), Martínez-Zarzoso and Márquez-Ramos (2008), Persson (2008; 2012), Iwanow and Kirkpatrick (2009), Djankov et al. (2010), Shepherd (2010),

\(^{17}\) See World Bank (2011).
Bourdet and Persson (2011; 2012) and Dennis and Shepherd (2011). In the Trading Across Borders section of the survey, local freight forwarders, shipping lines, customs brokers and port officials are asked about how much time, documents and costs would be involved for a hypothetical trading firm to export or import a well-defined, standardized good. Other survey data is used by e.g. Wilson et al. (2003; 2005).

Referring the reader to for example Persson (2012) for a discussion of the Doing Business Database, this section will focus less on what is available and instead discuss what kind of data one could want. The arguably most important problem with the data that we have access to today (such as the Doing Business Database) is that there is no real time series variation. Since there is hardly any information about how things change over time (except for particular countries in case studies), the researcher must instead rely on the cross-sectional variation between countries. Econometrically, this creates problems because it makes controlling for unobserved heterogeneity much more difficult. Obviously, making statements about causal links is also a lot trickier without being able to observe the situation before and after a reform. Hence, time-series data is at the top of the data wishing list.

Another problem with the available data is that it does not differentiate between products. This is problematic for at least two reasons. First, it seems likely that the delays caused by inefficient trade procedures differ greatly among products simply because rules are much stricter for some goods, meaning that there are more inspections, documents to fill out etc. involved for some goods than for others. Second, for reasons discussed above, a given time delay may be very costly for some goods, while the value of other goods is only marginally affected. Thus, product-specific measures of trade facilitation outcomes would be very useful.

A third, and related, problem is that the data does not differentiate between different destination or origin countries, even though trade between some country pairs is much more surrounded by complicated procedures than that between others. The complicated rules of origin that apply to EU preferential imports from some, but not all, developing countries is a case in point. Still, the available data is (export or import) country-specific, and not bilateral, meaning that it is implicitly assumed in the surveys that trade with all destinations or origins faces the same costs.

A fourth improvement that could be wished for is data that differentiates costs depending on the size of the trading firm, since large companies tend to be in a better position to deal with trade procedures (for instance by hiring staff that only do this). One way to obtain this data is to utilize the available firm

---

18 There are indeed a few years of data available on e.g. time delays at the border in the Doing Business Database. However, upon closer inspection, the number of days needed to export or import varies very little over the years for almost all countries. Of course, this may to some extent reflect the fact that things change rather slowly, but the researcher is nevertheless not helped since the only variation in the data is across countries rather than over time.
level trade data which sometimes includes information about trade procedures. The downside is that you then tend to only have information from one country.

4 Concluding Remarks

Trade preferences for developing countries have dominated the history of North-South trade relations since at least the 1960s – perhaps, in fact, even more so for the European Union than for most other industrialized countries. While often criticized for not having had any effect on developing countries’ export flows, the empirical literature has in fact found that preferences have actually helped raise the value of exports compared with what would otherwise have been the case. In other words, as disappointing as many countries’ trade records have been, the situation would have been even worse without preferences.

Still, the clock is ticking for trade preferences. All else equal, a multilateral agreement on trade liberalization in the Doha Round will erode the value of trade preferences even further. With many tariffs already being very low, it is increasingly difficult to find products where a wide enough preference margin can be offered. At the heart of the problem is the fact that if you want one trade partner to be preferred, you have to keep trade barriers against another. The more normal trade barriers are lowered – and this is of course something we tend to see as a good thing in itself – the smaller the preference margin you can offer to preferred partners.

There are certainly things that can be done to stall this development where preferences are becoming irrelevant. Product coverage could be improved in the preference schemes so that certain key products that are excluded today are given preferential treatment. Market access could be made more certain and predictable to increase the incentives for long-term investments – the EU’s decision to indefinitely give duty-free access for all products to LDCs under the Everything But Arms is a good example of a step in the right direction. In particular, there is still considerable room for increasing the utilization of preferences by improving the rules of origin. Examples of relatively easy reforms could be to make the rules as clear and transparent as possible in order to make it easier for traders to understand them and avoid unnecessary and costly mistakes; to make all the relevant information readily available; to reduce excessive documentation requirements and to harmonize different systems. In other words, while it is most likely only a matter of time until preferences no longer play a role in stimulating developing countries’ exports, trade facilitation is one way to prolong their usefulness.

If trade preferences represent the history of the EU’s trade relations with developing countries, trade facilitation is probably an important part of the future. Given the extremely inefficient trade procedures present in many developing countries as well as in several EU countries, there is a vast potential for improvement. While at least initial reforms do not have to be expensive, empirical studies
have found that their effects are potentially large. Further, recent studies illustrate that an important mechanism through which trade facilitation expands the value of trade is by enabling countries to start exporting new products that they simply could not export before. These effects are particularly pronounced for differentiated goods, i.e. goods that are linked to industrialisation, and which trade preferences, incidentally, were supposed to support. Hence, trade facilitation will likely not only increase the value of countries’ trade, but also make this trade more diversified. Together with the positive links to increased FDI flows and improved government revenue, it all implies that trade facilitation is certainly a very interesting policy option.

In summary, while at least some trade preferences actually have been less of a failure than their reputation suggests, trade facilitation is a far more promising policy option for the future. Reforming complicated and burdensome procedures in developing and developed economies may bring about greatly improved chances of achieving increased trade for developing countries. In other words, trade facilitation should be seen as a key future area when it comes to economic integration between the EU and developing countries.
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Annex

Table 1. Selected Gravity Studies on Trade Volume Effects of EU Non-Reciprocal Trade Preferences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nilsson (2002)</td>
<td>Cross-sectional OLS regressions on three-year averages, 1973-1992. Exporters are EU preference beneficiaries + OECD. Mixed results over the time period. GSP when positive and significant (is at one point negative and significant): GTC range is 80-263%. Mediterranean: very mixed results. Lomé: GTC range is 134-437%.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: All studies use gravity-type models with dummy variables to capture the effect of various EU non-reciprocal preference systems (for simplicity, the term “EU” is used, even tough, of course, the correct terminology would for some of the studies be e.g. “EC”). The authors have used different ways to calculate Gross Trade Creation (GTC), so to facilitate comparisons, the estimated coefficients from each paper have been used to recalculate GTC according to the formula \( GTC = (\exp(\text{coeff})-1) \times 100 \).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Question/Focus</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Bourdet and Persson (2011)| **Question/Focus:** Effects of TF on export volumes and export diversification within the framework of the EU/Southern Mediterranean integration process  | **Measure of TF:** Time to export and import from *Doing Business*.  
**Main results:** Reduction of 10% in time to export associated with 6% larger export volumes and 2% more export products. Reduction of 10% in time to import associated with 3% larger export volumes and 3% more export products. Full harmonization to best levels within EU for import time and within MENA region for export time associated with 34% larger export volumes and 21% more export products. |
| Bourdet and Persson (2012)| **Question/Focus:** Effects of import procedure harmonization within the EU on export volumes from the rest of the world (ROW).  | **Measure of TF:** Time to import from *Doing Business*.  
**Main results:** Reduction of 10% in time to import in EU associated with 4% larger export volumes from countries in ROW. Harmonization to best practice levels within EU (interpreted as completing the customs union) associated with 20% increase in aggregated exports to the EU for average ROW country. |
| Dennis and Shepherd (2011)| **Question/Focus:** Effects of TF on export diversification  | **Measure of TF:** Costs to export (and cost to enter market) from *Doing Business*.  
**Main results:** Reduction of 10% in time to export associated with 3% increase in export diversification.                                                                                                                                                                                                                   |
| Djankov, Freund and Pham (2010)| **Question/Focus:** Effect of time delays on export volumes  | **Measure of TF:** Time to export from *Doing Business*.  
**Main results:** Reduction of time to export by 10% associated with 3-4% larger export volumes. One extra day needed to export reduces export by 1%.                                                                                                                                                                                             |
| Iwanow and Kirkpatrick (2007)| **Question/Focus:** Volume effects of TF, controlling for regulatory quality and infrastructure quality  | **Measure of TF:** (i) Index based on “hidden export barriers” and “irregular payments” from *Global Competitiveness Report*; (ii) Index based on number of documents, time and costs from *Doing Business*.  
**Main results:** 10% improvement in TF associated with 5% larger export volumes.                                                                                                                                                                                                                      |
| Lee and Park (2007)        | **Question/Focus:** Effects of TF on trade volumes, trade creation/trade diversion  | **Measure of TF:** Indices for (i) port efficiency, (ii) irregular payments, (iii) hidden import barriers and (iv) efficiency of customs procedures based on |
Global Competitiveness Report combined into one bilateral index, or, alternatively, dummy for “good” TF.

**Main results:** 10 % improvement in TF associated with 6 % more trade. RTAs consisting of countries with “good” TF more likely to be trade creating and less likely to be trade diverting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Martinez-Zarzoso and Márquez-Ramos (2008)</th>
<th><strong>Question/Focus:</strong> Effects of TF on disaggregated (sectoral) trade volumes. <strong>Sample:</strong> 13 exporters and 167 importers in 2000. <strong>Export and/or import procedures:</strong> Both <strong>Measure of TF:</strong> cost, time and documents needed to export and/or import from Doing Business <strong>Main results:</strong> Selected results include: Reduction of 10 % in time to export associated with 0.4 % increase in export volumes. Reduction of 10 % in time to import associated with 1.5 % increase in export volumes. One less day needed to export (import) associated with 0.22 % (0.83 %) increase in export volumes. Exports of homogeneous goods less time-sensitive than exports of differentiated goods.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nordás, Pinali and Geloso Grosso (2006)</td>
<td><strong>Question/Focus:</strong> Effects of time needed to satisfy import and export procedures on probability to trade and trade volumes <strong>Sample:</strong> Exports to Australia, Japan and the UK from 140 countries in 2004. <strong>Export and/or import procedures:</strong> Export <strong>Measure of TF:</strong> Time to export and import from Doing Business <strong>Results:</strong> Reductions in the time to export increases probability to export and export volumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persson (2008)</td>
<td><strong>Question/Focus:</strong> Effects of TF on export volumes from ACP EPAs <strong>Sample:</strong> Two-way bilateral trade between 22 EU countries and 100 developing countries in 2005 <strong>Export and/or import procedures:</strong> Both <strong>Measure of TF:</strong> Time to export and import from Doing Business <strong>Results:</strong> Non-constant elasticity for time needed to export and import: elasticity declines at higher levels of time. Lowering border delays by one day in the exporting (importing) country associated with 1 % (0.5 %) increased exports. All EPAs except the Caribbean group has significant effects from time to export, and they are stronger than the average for developing countries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persson (2012)</td>
<td><strong>Question/Focus:</strong> Effects of TF on extensive margin. Effect the same for differentiated and homogeneous goods? <strong>Sample:</strong> Bilateral exports to EU-25 from 130 developing countries (GSP eligible) <strong>Export and/or import procedures:</strong> Export <strong>Measure of TF:</strong> Time to export from Doing Business <strong>Results:</strong> A 10 % reduction in the time to export associated with a 6 % increase in the number of exported differentiated products, and a 3 % increase in the number of exported homogeneous products. If all exporters were as time efficient as the most efficient country at the same level of development, the number of exported differentiated (homogeneous) products would increase by 62 % (26 %).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Sadikov (2007) | **Question/Focus:** Effect of TF on export volume and export composition **Sample:** Bilateral exports between all country pairs (?) in 2004 **Export and/or import procedures:** Export **Measure of TF:** Number of signatures to export from Doing Business **Results:** One additional signature to export reduces export volumes by 4.2 %. Effect stems from effect on differentiated goods: insignificant effect for homogeneous goods, but significantly negative for differentiated goods. Each signature lower exports of differentiated products by 8.4 %.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Question/Focus</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Export and/or import procedures</th>
<th>Measure of TF</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shepherd (2010)</td>
<td>Effect of TF (and other trade costs) on geographical diversification (no. of foreign markets served)</td>
<td>All low- and middle income countries as exporters in 2005</td>
<td>Export</td>
<td>Cost to export from Doing Business</td>
<td>A 10 % points reduction in ratio of export costs to per capita income is associated with a 1.5 % increase in the number of foreign markets served. A reduction of export costs relative to per capita income by one standard deviation increases geographical diversification by 12 %.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shepherd and Wilson (2009)</td>
<td>Sample: 12 countries in South East Asia, 2000-2005</td>
<td>Average for the bilateral pair.</td>
<td>Indices for (i) efficiency of maritime and air ports, (ii) extent of irregular payments in relation to import/export licenses and (iii) level of competition among internet service providers, using data from Global Competitiveness Report.</td>
<td>A 1 % improvement in air transport infrastructure port associated with 5 % increase in trade. A 1 % improvement in competition among internet service providers associated with 1 % increase in trade. If TF measures improve so no country falls below current regional average, this is associated with increases in trade of the magnitude 7.5 % (maritime port infrastructure), 42 % (air transport infrastructure), 2.3 % (irregular payments), and 5.7 % (competition among internet service providers).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soloaga, Wilson and Mejía (2006)</td>
<td>Effects of TF on trade volumes, focus on Mexico</td>
<td>75 countries, average manufacture trade for 2000-2003 (TF for 2000-2001)</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Indices for (i) port efficiency, (ii) customs environment, (iii) regulatory environment and (iv) service sector infrastructure created using survey data from Global Competitiveness Report, World Competitiveness Yearbook, and Kaufmann, Kraay and Zoido-Lobaton (2002).</td>
<td>If all countries with below-average performance improve halfway to the average, total trade would increase by 7 %. Unilateral improvement by Mexico would increase manufacture exports by 22%, and manufacture imports by 11 %.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Source | Results: If all APEC members with below-average performance improve halfway to the APEC average, intra-APEC trade would increase by 21%. Largest parts of increase stem from port efficiency (9.7%) and regulatory environment (7.3%).

Wilson, Mann and Otsuki (2005) | Question/Focus: Effects of TF on trade volumes
Sample: Bilateral manufacture trade for 75 countries, in 2000-2001
Export and/or import procedures: Both
Measure of TF: Indices for (i) port efficiency, (ii) customs environment, (iii) regulatory environment and (iv) service sector infrastructure created using survey data from *Global Competitiveness Report, World Competitiveness Yearbook*, and *Kaufmann, Kraay and Zoido-Lobaton (2002)*.
Results: If all countries with below-average performance improve halfway to the average, total trade would increase by 10%. Largest result from reform of service sector infrastructure.

*Note:* All reviewed studies use some version of a gravity-type model. “TF” should be read “trade facilitation”.